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I. INTRODUCTION

More than a century ago, before there was a national legislative consensus around paying workers a fair day’s wage, California took the lead to establish minimum wage and working conditions for workers. Since then, the state has remained a national standard bearer, enacting laws that help workers recover stolen wages, access paid leave from work, and enforce safe and humane working conditions.

However, these rights fail to deliver economic security to working Californians unless accompanied by strong enforcement mechanisms. Workers lose an estimated $15 billion in minimum wage violations alone every year — far more than retailers lose to shoplifting. In just three cities, Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles, workers lose an estimated $56.4 million per week to wage theft violations when employers fail to pay minimum wage and overtime or provide meal and rest breaks.

In addition, with the rapid expansion of forced arbitration by employers, workers’ ability to pursue justice in court through class-action lawsuits has been severely undercut. Two-thirds of non-union workers in California have already lost the right to sue, and the number is projected to grow. In this context, it is critical that the state has adequate capacity to investigate, prosecute, and monitor employers who skirt the law.

Fortunately, when California enacted the Private Attorneys General Act (“PAGA”) in 2003, the state established an innovative model for enforcing workplace rights — a model that other states are now considering. The Private Attorneys General Act allows workers to bring a representative action in the name of the state and recover civil penalties for violations of the California Labor Code, even if they’ve signed a forced arbitration agreement. These cases also allow the state to collect millions of dollars in penalties from lawbreaking employers who would otherwise profit from exploiting workers. As this report details, in 2019, the state collected over $88 million in PAGA penalties.

Through new data supplied by California’s Labor & Workforce Development Agency (LWDA), as well as assessments of practitioners, this brief explores PAGA’s impact on California’s workforce. While some employer-backed lobby groups have articulated strong concerns about PAGA, we find no evidence of a negative effect on the economy or a flood of frivolous litigation. Instead, PAGA has boosted the economy by helping California workers, especially those workers most vulnerable to workplace exploitation, fight wage theft. PAGA has demonstrably enhanced Labor Code compliance among employers, built enforcement capacity among state agencies, and ensured that violations of the law have a meaningful remedy.
II. BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PRIVATE ATTORNEYS GENERAL ACT

A. BACKGROUND

California leads the way when it comes to workers’ rights. Paid sick leave; strong anti-retaliation and fair chance hiring laws; an eventual $15 minimum wage for all workers, including tipped and agricultural workers; individual and joint liability for unpaid wages; and an administrative agency where workers can recover back pay without an attorney — these are just a few of the rights that make California’s labor code the envy of workers and their advocates in other states.
Some of these laws enable workers to vindicate their rights by bringing a civil lawsuit on their own, for example, to recover withheld overtime wages. However, other laws, such as those preventing employers from stealing tips or requiring that employers provide paid sick leave, can only be enforced by state authorities and not by individuals suing in court. Some of these laws, in addition to providing remedies aimed at injured workers (e.g., requiring back pay or access to sick leave), also include civil penalties designed to deter future violations.

Yet, there was a fundamental mismatch between these rights as they existed on paper and the tools available to enforce workplace standards. For example, while California’s workforce nearly doubled from 1980 to 2000, the state’s main enforcement body stagnated, resulting in a 36 percent reduction in the ratio of enforcement staff to workforce. This meant that worker-protective laws remained unenforced, since trained investigators were not available to issue citations.

Meanwhile, workers lacked the legal power to sue to enforce many of their rights, and had no authority to collect civil penalties. Workers of color, women, immigrant workers, and low-wage workers remain particularly vulnerable to wage theft and hazardous conditions. For example, low-wage immigrant workers in Los Angeles experience minimum wage violations at twice the rate of their U.S.-born counterparts, and those in the Latinx community overall nearly four times as often as white workers.

Recognizing the state’s dearth of enforcement power, California enacted the Private Attorneys General Act (“PAGA”) in 2003 to reduce noncompliance with the state’s labor laws and chip away at “unlawful and anti-competitive business practices.” The law achieves this effect by allowing an individual worker to file a civil lawsuit in the name of the state (a so-called “qui tam” action) to recover civil penalties for violations of the Labor Code experienced by the worker and other similarly situated employees.

**B. PROCESS FOR BRINGING A PAGA CLAIM**

Before workers can initiate a civil action through PAGA, they are required to file their claim with the Labor and Workforce Development Agency and pay a filing fee. Within 65 days, the LWDA may agree to investigate and prosecute the alleged violation, or, alternatively, give notice of their intent not to investigate or cite the employer, which authorizes the worker to begin a civil action. For certain violations, the employer has a 33-day window to cure the violation and avoid an enforcement action.

To ensure that PAGA provides effective remedies for the most vulnerable workers, the legislature created special oversight. If the case goes to trial, the parties may settle the claim only with court approval and after the LDWA has had an opportunity to review and comment on proposed settlements. If workers are successful, they may be awarded attorney’s fees as well as 25 percent of all civil penalties assessed. The remaining 75 percent of the civil penalties awarded are remitted to LWDA for ongoing enforcement and public education efforts (see Figure 1).
PAGA Puts Money Back In the Pockets of the Most Vulnerable

The California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation serves farm workers and low-wage rural workers regardless of immigration status. They estimate that they and other rural legal services organizations have filed more than a hundred PAGA lawsuits since the law’s passage and have assisted their clients to recover millions of dollars in cases involving egregious wage theft. For example, four landscape workers in Stockton, California filed a PAGA suit because their employer refused to permit rest breaks, cheated them of pay, and required them to work in extreme heat without safety precautions. The suit, filed on behalf of their 58 coworkers, resulted in recoveries of up to $8,200 for each worker. In an industry notorious for abusing vulnerable workers, this type of relief would be unimaginable without the ability to bring actions collectively to recover significant statutory and civil penalties.
III. IMPACT OF PAGA

In the years since PAGA’s enactment, employer associations have consistently attacked the law as a “job killer” that unfairly penalizes businesses for minor violations of law and floods the courts with meritless lawsuits. Yet there has been little analysis of that characterization, nor of PAGA’s role in improving working conditions or increasing employer compliance.

Newly available data shows that PAGA is primarily used to fight wage theft, and has had a considerable and positive impact for workers by deterring violations through a relatively small number of high-impact suits. The legislature has modified the law in response to employer concerns by focusing its attention on bad actors. In addition, policymakers have rejected many proposed amendments that would have radically altered the statutory scheme. The new data confirms the legislature’s wisdom in preserving PAGA’s essential functions intact.
A. PAGA EXPANDS ENFORCEMENT CAPACITY BY TAPPING THE EXPERTISE OF PRIVATE ATTORNEYS AND INCREASING CALIFORNIA LABOR CODE COMPLIANCE

As described above, PAGA’s purpose was to ensure the robust and continuous monitoring of labor code violations that could not be identified and rectified through state enforcement alone. Private attorneys can build stronger factual records through more extensive direct contact with workers, increasing the success of litigation. Indeed, this model — enlisting an expert bar of private attorneys to serve the state’s interest — is used by the federal government to enforce the False Claims Act, with 92 percent of revenues under that statute originating from claims brought by private parties. Empirical analysis of over 4,000 *qui tam* suits shows that private attorneys are better at screening meritorious cases and that their expertise minimizes enforcement costs.

PAGA changes the enforcement landscape by dramatically increasing the likelihood that an employer faces serious consequences from exploiting its workforce. The most significant PAGA judgments and settlements address systemic violations by large low-wage employers, including Bank of America, Walmart, Rite Aid, Target, Virgin America, and CVS.

PAGA also adds a default penalty for Labor Code violations that previously carried no penalty, and which employers had therefore ignored. For instance, advocates have used PAGA to enforce a workers’ right to a seat if compatible with their work duties. Employers had flouted this law for decades, forcing cashiers and bank tellers to stand in place for hours. But, since PAGA’s enactment, employers that failed to provide suitable seating have faced significant penalties.

These penalties have helped to shift California’s corporate culture toward compliance, as evidenced by attorneys and human resources advisors who strongly urge employers to invest in following the law. Specifically, these advisors point to areas of the Labor Code that govern working conditions, but may not be as obvious as a minimum wage or overtime violation, such as seating requirements or paystub reporting.

As one lawyer noted, “in light of [PAGA], employers should be preemptive in aggressively attempting to identify potential bases for claims against them of nonmonetary California Labor Code violations, and once identified, those issues should be quickly remedied.” Another article advises, “[e]mployers need to regularly audit their practices for compliance . . . . For example, employers should . . . ensure that they are providing meal and rest breaks, paying employees the required penalties if breaks are missed, and recording the penalty payments on wage statements.”

B. PAGA STRENGTHENS CALIFORNIA’S LABOR AGENCY AND ITS ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS

Through PAGA, California also gains vital funding to conduct independent investigations, as well to launch public education campaigns to encourage workers to come forward with evidence of Labor Code violations. This funding comes from the requirement that successful litigants remit 75 percent of the civil penalties collected to the LWDA, along with a smaller portion from the $75 administrative fee that accompanies every PAGA notice. For example, the first “suitable seating” case for workers forced to stand for the duration of their shifts — brought against Bank of America — resulted in a settlement that
generated $10 million for the LWDA. The agency used those funds to hire nine additional personnel, increasing the state’s enforcement capacity.

Newly available data shows that PAGA has transferred significant sums from lawbreaking employers to the state; and the annual recovery is steadily increasing. In 2019 alone, PAGA generated over $88 million in civil penalties for California’s LWDA. Over the last four years, the agency has recovered an annual average of $42 million in civil penalties and filing fees (see Figure 2), all statutorily allocated to enhance education and compliance efforts.

**Figure 2: PAGA Penalties Collected, 2016-2019**

These revenues have enhanced the state’s enforcement efforts by funding a wide variety of programs, including:

- Adding 13 staff devoted to cracking down on companies that fraudulently misclassify employees as independent contractors to avoid minimum wage, unemployment insurance, and other basic obligations to workers;

- A bilingual media campaign about workers’ rights under California’s Heat Illness Prevention regulations;
In recent years, the California Department of Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE) has expanded staffing of its PAGA oversight unit to review notices and select cases to investigate and resolve internally. According to the DLSE, “PAGA notices have proven to [generate] high quality leads identifying serious violations that in many cases would otherwise have remained underground.”

For example, a PAGA notice submitted by private attorneys prompted the LWDA to develop a criminal referral for an employer’s willful misclassification of pest control workers. The employer paid workers a flat rate for 14-hour work days — in violation of the California’s overtime laws — and required them to work in hot, cramped conditions. The agency ultimately issued a citation for over $4 million.

C. PAGA PROTECTS WORKERS’ RIGHTS AND COLLECTIVE ACCESS TO REMEDIES

In addition to supplementing enforcement resources and changing compliance culture around many previously disregarded workplace rights, PAGA has become one of the few remaining avenues for workers to assert their rights collectively and in a public forum.

As researchers have detailed, forced arbitration has eroded worker access to courts and left them at the mercy of a system of privatized justice. Employers are able to write the rules regarding how and when claims can be asserted. Many times these companies then partner with arbitration providers who have every incentive to rule in the employer’s favor or, when there is unmistakable harm, provide far weaker remedies than workers would otherwise get in court. Not only has this practice been ratified by the U.S. Supreme Court — which has struck down laws that have sought to reverse the use of forced arbitration — they have expanded its reach by making it lawful for an employer to require that an employee litigate their claim in arbitration alone, and not as a class.

In California, mandatory employment arbitration has grown because of these Court rulings. The Economic Policy Institute has found that the use of mandatory arbitration in employment contracts is higher in California than the national average — in 67 percent of state employment contracts compared to 54 percent of contracts nationally. And researchers predict an overall national growth in mandatory arbitration, given its demonstrated ability to deter claims and lower liability for employers.

However, PAGA has provided workers with the tools to continue litigating representative actions in court, due in part to favorable decisions from the California Supreme Court. The court has held that since a litigant is prosecuting their claim in the name of the state - which is not a party to the private arbitration contract - and collecting penalties only the state can collect, the claim cannot be compelled to private arbitration and is not preempted by the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA).
PAGA is the Only Recourse for Millions of Californians

Paige Allen and Eboni Foster worked at a Valero refinery in Benicia. They and their coworkers alleged that Valero failed to pay full wages, provide rest or meal breaks, or promptly provide final checks upon termination.51 The workers also sought compensation for the time each day spent traveling to their worksites in company vehicles and donning safety equipment, which often stretched their workdays to over 10 hours.52

Valero had forced its employees to sign an arbitration clause that would have kept these claims from proceeding collectively in court.53 However, when their attorneys included PAGA claims in their complaint, the employer decided not to enforce the arbitration clause and began settlement negotiations.54 Through the use of mediation, the plaintiffs were able to secure a $375,000 class-wide settlement, an amount that would likely have never been achieved in individual arbitration and which was secured because the employer feared facing liability under PAGA if the claims advanced.55

D. THERE IS NO EMPIRICAL SUPPORT FOR EMPLOYER’S CLAIMS THAT PAGA HAS A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON CALIFORNIA’S ECONOMY OR COURT SYSTEM

Employers have characterized PAGA as a “job killer” that increases the cost of doing business in California, driving businesses out of state. Opponents further claim that the law “clog[s] already overburdened courts” with “meritless claims,” and that the statute is primarily used to impose penalties in response to minor violations resulting from innocent errors by employers.56 These critiques of PAGA have not been accompanied by empirical evidence.

Indeed, new data shows that, rather than targeting employers for innocent errors that do little harm, most PAGA suits take aim at serious violations with severe consequences for working families. Nearly nine out of ten (89 percent) PAGA claims allege wage theft, including overtime violations (72 percent of cases) and failure to pay for all hours worked (71 percent of cases).57 A smaller but still significant share involved violations of earned sick leave rights (12 percent), fraudulent misclassification of employees as independent contractors (12 percent), and retaliation (15 percent) (see Figure 3). As discussed below, employers have rarely taken advantage of new legislative procedures designed to allow employers acting in good faith to quickly resolve minor errors.
In addition, the common criticism that PAGA is a “job killer” is at odds with California’s robust economic growth following PAGA’s enactment. Since 2006, California’s per capita income has risen from $42,088 (ranking 10th in the nation) to $63,557 in 2018 (6th nationally). In recent years, California’s job growth has been stronger than the national average. An economic analysis shows that California’s gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 17.2 percent between 2011 and 2016, a period in which it enacted 51 statutes characterized as “job killers” by the California Chamber of Commerce; by comparison, the average GDP growth in states with policies characterized as “business-friendly” was 9.8 percent. In 2019, job growth accelerated in California while slowing in the rest of the country.

Nor have PAGA suits added significantly to the caseload of state courts. Less than half of PAGA notices filed with the LWDA result in civil complaints. In 2018, 774,202 civil cases were filed in California’s courts; of those only 2,104 — or 0.27 percent of the total — were PAGA cases. On average, courts issue less than 700 orders and judgments in PAGA cases each year, while over twice that many cases are settled with judicial approval.
IV. LEGISLATIVE REFINEMENT AND INCREASED AGENCY OVERSIGHT

Since enacting PAGA, the legislature has periodically refined the law to ensure that the focus is on deterring bad actors. In 2004, the legislature passed Senate Bill 1809 that redirected PAGA penalties to ensure that the LWDA received all of the state’s penalties for education and enforcement (in the original iteration of the PAGA statute, half of the recovered PAGA civil penalties went to the state’s general fund). That same legislation made it clear that a PAGA action could not be brought for minor posting and notice violations of the employer.

PAGA was further amended shortly after passage to give employers an opportunity to “cure,” or correct, some labor code violations before a suit could be brought, by coming into compliance and paying workers any back pay or lost income. In 2015, the legislature added certain pay stub requirements to the list of curable violations. The measure was intended to allow genuinely mistaken employers a chance to correct clerical errors on pay stubs before facing liability.

To take advantage of the cure provision, employers must provide evidence of having corrected the violation within 33 days, and may only take advantage of this safe harbor once in a year. The employee can also contest the validity of the cure. These limitations, as well as the decision to allow the most serious violations to be litigated without notice-and-cure, ensure that the cure provision does not open a wide loophole that undermines the deterrent effect of PAGA.

Indeed, new data suggests that PAGA suits are not targeting employers for innocent errors. According to the DLSE, employers cured their violations in only 7 percent to 12 percent of the cases in which the option was available. This data suggests that few employers sued under PAGA are eager to correct violations that are brought to their attention, and that the threat of penalties is therefore necessary to deter wage theft and other abuses.

Moreover, despite some calls for radical reform to the law, the legislature has declined proposals that would have made PAGA less effective. For example, the legislature considered and rejected measures that would have:
• Limited the number of Labor Code provisions to which PAGA applies;\textsuperscript{72}

• Allowed employers to avoid penalties by curing any violation, no matter how serious;\textsuperscript{73}

• Doubled the period of time for an employer to cure a violation;\textsuperscript{74}

• Capped the amount of civil penalties a worker could recover;\textsuperscript{75}

• Created a “harm-in-fact” standard that would make an employee prove significant economic or physical harm to bring a PAGA claim;\textsuperscript{76} and

• Required LWDA to find a “reasonable basis” for the claims before a PAGA action could proceed, likely delaying the majority of cases.\textsuperscript{77}

While rejecting proposals to hamper or limit PAGA, the legislature has improved the enforcement tool by expanding the PAGA oversight unit within LWDA. This unit’s duties include reviewing notices that employees submit before filing a PAGA claim and determining whether to investigate internally; taking action on those cases investigated internally, such as citing the employer for Labor Code violations; and evaluating proposed settlements of PAGA litigation between employers and employees.\textsuperscript{78} Beginning in 2020, the PAGA unit’s budget will increase to $3 million annually, allowing it to more effectively evaluate notices to triage cases for investigation, as well as pursuing more cases through resolution.\textsuperscript{79} Since the PAGA unit was established in 2016, it has settled nine cases and recovered over $3.3 million in back-pay and over $500,000 in penalties.\textsuperscript{80}

The legislature’s persistence in rejecting harmful proposals, as well as their careful tailoring when enacting reforms and gradual increases in agency staffing, bolsters the perspective that PAGA should remain a robust tool to ensure greater compliance with the state’s employment laws.

---

**Fighting Pay Discrimination with PAGA**

Lynne Coates, an attorney at Farmers Insurance, discovered that she was a victim of pay discrimination. Her less-experienced male colleague earned more than her, and an equally-qualified male colleague was being paid twice her salary. After complaining to her manager, Lynne was pushed out of her job. Lynne’s experience was part of a company-wide pattern of devaluing the skills and contributions of women. She and over 300 female Farmers employees brought a PAGA suit. Lynne and her coworkers recovered $4 million and won key business practice changes. Farmers committed to update employment policies, provide annual diversity training, confirm that its compensation policies and procedures are not having a negative impact on female attorney employees, make salary range information available to its attorneys, refrain from discouraging employees from discussing their compensation, and increase the representation of women in higher salary grades. According to counsel Lori Andrus, the availability of PAGA penalties unquestionably contributed to Farmers’ willingness to agree to comprehensive monetary and injunctive relief.
In an age of increasing corporate concentration and rapidly growing economic inequality, PAGA has shifted power to California’s working people. Low-wage workers, immigrants, tipped workers, and other communities vulnerable to exploitation have particularly benefited from a legal mechanism that allows them to join together to demand accountability and bring their employer into compliance with the law.

As advocates and workers across the country navigate an uncertain legal landscape, states are looking to California’s experience to design their own *qui tam* laws. New York, Washington, Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, and Oregon have all introduced bills inspired to help workers blow the whistle on corporate wrongdoing.81 These reforms, if adopted, could help replicate PAGA’s success in California for millions more workers, while investing in innovative strategies to promote compliance, such as partnerships with community-based organizations to educate workers about their rights and help them bring claims.

And in California, thousands of workers who are currently misclassified as independent contractors now have more avenues to challenge their status and vindicate their rights.82 Under the state’s newly adopted ABC test (effective since 2018 under *Dynamex Operations West, Inc. v. Superior Court*), employers who fail to establish their worker’s status as a genuine independent contractor will be required to treat their workers as employees.83 Recent legislation has extended this test - which had applied only to the state’s Wage Orders - to the state’s Labor Code (including workers’ compensation coverage) and Unemployment Insurance Code (which, in addition to unemployment insurance coverage includes access to disability insurance and paid family leave).84 Workers who have gained employment status will be entitled to bring PAGA cases alleging violations of the Labor Code.

In the meantime, the steady growth in PAGA revenue has helped LWDA keep up with the growth of California’s workforce and the expansion of legal rights, while deploying innovative strategies to ensure workers’ rights are respected. For instance, the Labor Commissioner’s office is currently partnering with 14 nonprofit organizations rooted in communities of low-wage workers to develop strategic enforcement plans for six high-violation industries.85 And while forced arbitration erodes employer accountability across the country, PAGA’s stiff penalties ensures continued incentives for employers to follow the law. In light of its impact, PAGA is undoubtedly a central reason for California’s national leadership in expanding and enforcing workplace rights.
We can’t live on $5/hr.

No podemos vivir con $5/hr.
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